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Abstract. Collecting the scientific papers to write the Related Work
section, keeping up-to-date expertise in the topic of interest, or studying
new scientific direction is the ill-defined information need that does not
allow certainty about the completeness of search results. The controlled
snowball method suggested by authors in the previous papers was ex-
tended with the objective criterion of the result completeness that allows
stopping the search. The criterion is based on the assumption that the
complete document set contains all terms describing the topic of interest.
So, appending new document to the complete collection does not extend
the list of terms. In the experiments, we compare our method of gath-
ering the scientific papers describing the topic ”Ontologies (computer
science)” with other three common approaches: search by automatical
detected topic in ”Microsoft Academic” database, a keyword search in
Google Scholar database, and query ACM digital library with author
keywords. For each of the collected sets, the automatic term extraction
was performed, and the size of the minimal saturated ordered document
set is found. It was shown that terminological saturation is observed for
the sets collected with controlled snowball method and with topic search
in ”Microsoft Academic” database. Moreover, the proposed controlled
snowball provides the 10% smaller document set.

Keywords: terminological saturation, minimal saturated document set,
citation network, controlled snowball sampling.

1 Introduction

The research of search behaviour of scientists [2] show that in addition to the
related work review typical tasks are the research of new trends, the support of
awareness, search for reviewers and/or colleagues for joint scientific projects. All
the aforementioned tasks are characterized by low specificity, the high volume
of results and, consequently, long search time. For example, a scientific search
for the task of studying a new theory can last months or even years. Analysis
of modern search engines showed the lack of tools to increase the specificity and
reduce the volume of results[25].
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The specificity of the search task is a characteristic of its definiteness. For
example, a task with high specificity is to search for the meaning of a known word
in the dictionary, and a search engine user can accurately say that the search
is successful. The low specificity of the task, such as the study of a new theory,
does not make it possible to state with certainty that the search is completed
and does not need to be continued to refine the results. Therefore, having a stop
search criterion is an important way of handling the low specificity. Increasing
specificity can also be achieved through diversity – the ability of the information
system to discover relevant documents that are significantly different from those
already known to the user. For example, in the case of keyword searches, a
high-diversity system should include relevant documents that do not contain the
words listed in the search query or their synonyms in the search results.

Previously, the authors of this paper proposed the method of controlled snow-
ball [9], in which low specificity is overcome by building and analyzing a citation
network. The purpose of this work is to complement the method developed by
the authors in previous works by the criterion of stopping the search, which will
reduce the number of documents found while maintaining a sufficient level of
completeness.

2 Related Work

Table 1. The suitability of detection and selection methods to solve scientists’ search
problems.

Method
Stop

criterion
Diversity

Minimal
volume

detection

Systematic review [14, 28] Depends on expert

Keyword search [31] – – –

Content filtration method [29] – – –

Systems of collaborative filtering[32] – – –

Neighbor-based recommendations [30] – – –

Graph-based recommendations [20] – + –

Citation network analysis, Ahad et.al [1] – + –

Citation network analysis, Lecy et.al [21] – + –

The method of systematic review has a stop search criterion as well as results
completeness criteria. In [28] it is proposed to stop at the moment when a re-
searcher understands that incorporation of new publications does not influence
the conclusions made. The focus of concepts and not on publications [14] allows
selection of the most important and helps to decide how to group and to analyze
the selected publications. The disadvantage of the systematic review method is



its informality and lack of automation – such methods do not offer automatic
search and numerical quality measures.

Keyword search [31] is provided by well-developed search tools, but it has
been shown that the keyword set is often inaccurate or/and incomplete [28].
To improve keywords, Petticrew and Gilbody [28] recommend to interview re-
searchers working in a chosen field of study; if the interview cannot be conducted,
it is recommended that a researcher [16, 8] examine the documents found care-
fully and change the set of key ones based on that knowledge. Another disad-
vantage of keyword search is the low variety of search results – the search engine
does not include relevant documents in the search results that do not contain
the keywords or their synonyms specified in the query.

Insufficient variety of search results is attempted to be overcome by recom-
mender systems [6]: content filtration methods, collaborative filtering, neighbour-
and graph-based recommendations.

Content-based filtering (CBF) systems [29] offer the user documents similar
to those that the user has already viewed, but they have low diversity and ignore
the quality and popularity of documents[12].

Collaborative filtering (CF) is based on the assumption that the user will find
useful documents that similar users select [32]. The recommendations obtained
are varied because they are based not on the similarity of the documents but the
similarity of the preferences. [27]. However, the collaborative filtering of scientific
publications is complicated by their large number compared to the number of
readers [35], which does not allow reliable statistical estimates.

Neighbourhood recommendations include documents that are often found
alongside some specified documents [30]. The advantage of such recommenda-
tions is to concentrate on relationships instead of similarities. Neighbourhood
recommendations offer related but inconsistent documents and thus approach
collaborative filtering.

Graph-based recommendation systems use existing links or assume their ex-
istence and build. For example, a citation network is a graph in which document
nodes are connected by directed citation relationships [3]. Depending on the
modeling objects edges are considered as citations [3, 20], relationship ¡¡pub-
lished in¿¿ [3, 20, 39], authorship [3, 39]. Some authors build graphs creating
artificial links [39]. To identify the most relevant recommendations, the numeri-
cal properties of the nodes are calculated on the constructed graph. Most often,
a random walk is used to search for popular objects starting with one or more
random nodes [20].

Building of a citation network with a snowball method and its analysis [34,
22, 21, 1] is close to graph-based recommender systems. The essence of the ap-
proach lies in the creation and analysis of a directed graph – citation network,
where nodes are scientific publications, and an edge linking a node A with a
node B means that A references to B. The advantage of the approach is that
references in each publication are carefully selected by authors, The disadvan-
tage of a list of references is its incompleteness and systematic bias. Due to the
restrictions on publication size, authors have to provide only a general and lim-



ited description of the publications most relevant to their research [14]. It was
shown [17] that citation analysis allows to create more complete publication sets
than keyword-based search, makes formal description possible, and also smooths
out the individual weaknesses of the researcher.

High search speed is ensured by the presence of hubs [18] – most cited pub-
lications. Their number is small because about 90% of scientific publications
are never cited [24]. Additionally, high search speed and search completeness
are ensured by a “small world” property, that is a proven property of citation
networks[4]. That is why an average length of a path between any two random
nodes is much less than the whole network size. Simulation of P2P networks of a
similar structure shows that [26] in most cases it is enough to perform 2-3 iter-
ations of controlled snowball [1, 21, 9]: for each publication from a current queue
all the documents referenced and belonging to the selected topic are added to
the next level queue. To select the documents for a given topic Ahad with col-
leagues [1] use vector document model and cosine similarity measure, Lecy et
al. [21] used PageRank from Google Scholar to select important publications. In
the previous work of the authors [9] probabilistic topic model was used.

3 The Method of Collection Gathering

The goal of the presented method is to retrieve from all available publications
D the subset B ⊆ D, that contains elements matching the users information
need, where the information need is an informal and sometimes implicit set of
requirements to search results [31] and the user stands for a person that performs
one of the scientific search activities [2, 25]. Following common practice [31], the
publication is considered as relevant if it, from the users point of view, matches
the users information need.

The method used in the presented study is based on several assumptions.
Assumption 1. Information need consists of several informal requirements:

1. all the publications from the B belong to a given subject area [2];
2. all the publications from the B are important in a given subject area [2];
3. the size of the B that allows detailed study in an acceptable time [2];
4. the presence in the B of all the important terms of a subject area [13].

Assumption 2. In what follows we assume that an information need is par-
tially represented with a set of publications each of which is related to the given
subject area [38].

Assumption 3. Below we assume that due to low specificity of the information
need [2, 25] the user may know some keywords from the subject area and can
select the relevant publications, but does not have sufficient qualification to
evaluate their importance and completeness of the collected publication set [2].

Assumption 4. Each publication d ∈ D can be mapped to a set of sentences
S(d), and each sentences ∈ S(d) – into a set of collocations C(s), that is a subset
of all collocations C, that can be found in D, where collocation c is a word or
a tuple of words, sentence s – is an ordered set of collocations, document – is



an ordered set of sentences, and publication is a structure consisting of texts,
key words, metainformation and references list. Also, the term τ is a collocation
labelling a concept in a given subject area.

Definition 1. [33, 5] Citation mapping is defined over a set of publications D
as

REF : {v} → {u ∈ D | v cites u}, v ∈ D. (1)

By applying citation mapping to a certain publication u, one can obtain a set of
referenced publications. By applying inverse citation mapping

REF−1 : {u} → {v ∈ D | v cites u}, u ∈ D, (2)

to a certain publication u, one can obtain a set of publications referencing to u.
Repeated citation mapping REF k is defined as a result of multiple application

of REF .
The mapping (1) defines a directed graph – citation network [33, 5]

N = (D,E) (3)

with edges E = {vu,∀v ∈ D, u ∈ REF ({v})} and nodes d ∈ D.
Assumption 5. [5] Citation network (3) is almost acyclic:∣∣{d ∈ D | ∃k ∈ N, d ∈ REF k({d})

}∣∣� ∣∣{d ∈ D | ∀k ∈ N, d /∈ REF k({d})
}∣∣ , (4)

where k ∈ N – is a path length in a citation network.
Assumption 6. [19] The necessary condition for presence in a B all the im-

portant terms of a given subject area is terminological saturation of an ordered
set of publications.

Assumption 7. Full text of a publication is not available for automatic access.
Often copyright restrictions make it difficult to automatically access the full
text of a publication. For example, search system Scopus requires a registration,
taking several steps with the usage of e-mail, and buying access to a publication
– the operation that may not be automatized. That is why in the proposed
information technology full texts of publications are used at the very last steps
when the list of selected publications is minimal.

Formal hybrid mathematical model of the process of bibliographic detection
and selection – is a tuple

M = 〈D, REF, PTM,DocDiff, δ, Snowball,B0, DocListDiff, ω,

SPC,MaxRank, Terms,Cvalue, thd〉 , (5)

– D - publications available for analysis;
– REF - citation mapping;
– PTM - presentation of the content of the publication;
– DocDiff - publication difference measure;
– δ - marginal difference in publications;



– Snowball - snowball iteration mapping;
– B0 - snowball iteration starting point;
– SPC - publication weigth in a subject area;
– DocListDiff - closeness measure of ordered sets of publications;
– ω - marginal closeness measure of ordered sets of publications;
– MaxRank - maximal rank of publication;
– Terms - mapping of D into set of terms T;
– Cvalue(τ) - term weigth τ ;
– thd - difference measure of term sets.

A subject area description in a model is defined with a set of seed publications
B0 (B0 ⊆ D, |B0| ∼ O(10)), which at the same time is a starting point of snowball
iterations. Seed publications should obey such conditions:

– publication theme is relevant;
– publication age - 2-14 years;
– publication is often cited in relevant publications.

It is important to note that the last item differs from typical recommendations
[34] on how to select the seed publications for snowball, providing a better start
for snowball iterations, however requiring more efforts from a user.

Document relevance to the subject area is calculated with the help of a
probabilistic topic model of text documents (PTM) [37, 40, 36]. PTM presents a
content of each publication d ∈ D as conditional probabilities

p(t|d) = PTM (d) , (6)

showing probabilities of belonging of publication d to a topic t. Each topic t
is defined with probabilities p(τi|t) of belonging of collocation τi to the topic
t, and a-priori probability p(t). In the presented model an modified PTM is
used, which is based on restoring distributions p(τi|t) and p(t) from collocations
co-occurrence frequencies

p(τi, τk) =
∑
t

p(τi|t)p(t)p(τk|t), (7)

which is calculated by counting the sentences s, where both τi and τk are found.
Mapping publications to conditional probabilities allows the application of

the statistical measures [7] to calculate the difference DocDiff between publi-
cations.

In our experiment, we use Kullbach-Leibler divergence and its threshold δ
that is chosen to keep the top 30% of the relevant publications during the first
controlled snowball iterations.

Snowball iteration mapping is defined as:

Bi+1 = Snowball (Bi)

=
⋃
v∈Bi

{v} ∪ REF ({v}) ∪REF−1({v})
∣∣
DocDiff(v,B0)<δ

, (8)



where Bi ⊆ D. The equation (8) differs from others [1, 21] (i) by the usage of topic
model of text documents for calculation of difference between publications and
(ii) by traversing the citation graph both in the direction provided by references
and in the inverse direction.

Publication weight in the subject area

SPCi : v → N, v ∈ Bi, (9)

is defined as search path count (SPC) measure [23, 5] calculated in subgraph Ni ∈
N citation network (3), built on the edges E = {vu,∀v ∈ Bi, u ∈ Bi ∩REF ({v})}
and nodes d ∈ Bi after transformation of cycles into acyclic fragments using
preprint transformation [23, 5].

SPCi allows to find a rank Ranki(v) of each publication and define an ordered
publication set we look for:

Li (MaxRank) = (vk)
|Bi|
k=1 ,Ranki(vk) < MaxRank,

Ranki(vk) ≤ Ranki(vk+1),
(10)

where maximal publication rank MaxRank restricts a number of items in a
ordered publication set and is defined by the requirement of fixed point of
iterations(8) achievement and terminological saturation.

Within the framework of the developed model, the degree of closeness of
ordered sets of publications DocListDiff is calculated with Spearman rank cor-
relation ρ(Li,Li+1), and the fixed point of iterations (8) is

|ρ(Li,Li+1)− 1| < ω, i > i0, (11)

where ω – marginal closeness measure of ordered sets of publications, (10) is a
parameter setting a level of variability of ordered publications set.

Terminological saturation of ordered publications set is defined with the fol-
lowing condition: adding ∆ publication into the end of the list (10) leaves the
term list almost unchanged.

thd(Ti(MaxRank),Ti(MaxRank +∆))

εi
< 1, ∆ > 0. (12)

Mapping of publications Li into set of terms Ti

Ti = Terms(Li) (13)

is conducted by application to the combined text of publications a procedure of
automatic term extraction, proposed in K. Frantzi, S. Ananiadou H. Mima [15]
and improved in V. Ermolayev et al., [19] that defines a term weigth Cvaluei(τ)
in a publication set Li(MaxRank), marginal value εi of term weigth and the
measure of terms sets difference [13].

thd(Ti,Tj) =
∑

τ∈Ti∩Tj

|Cvaluei(τ) − Cvaluej(τ)| +
∑

τ∈Ti−Tj

|Cvaluei(τ)| (14)



Minimal terminologically saturated publication set if described with the equa-
tion (10), where

MaxRank = min

{
M

∣∣∣∣ thd(Ti(M),Ti(M +∆))

εi
< 1

}
(15)

The overall model quality measure (5) is a number of publications |Li| in the
final ordered publication set, restricted with (10), (11), (12) and (15).

Figure 1 shows the general workflow of the controlled snowball implementa-
tion as UML activity diagram.

Fig. 1. General workflow of the controlled snowball implementation as UML activity
diagram.

The general workflow was introduced in [10] and details of the restricted
snowball sampling and probabilistic topic model construction are discussed in [11].



4 Terminological saturation of the ordered publication
set obtained with controlled snowball method

The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient mentioned above allows simple de-
tection of the convergence of controlled snowball iterations[10], however it does
not address the completeness of the collected publication set.

The main idea of the presented experiment is comparison of minimal ter-
minologically saturated ordered publication sets produced with different search
methods and in different scientific databases and answer the following questions:

1. Do all common search methods produce the terminologically saturated or-
dered publication sets?

2. Which of the common search methods produce the smaller terminologically
saturated ordered publication set?

3. Is the suggested controlled snowball method more effective than selection by
topic?

In our experiments we concentrated on the existence of the terminological
saturation and the size of the minimal terminologically saturated ordered doc-
ument set that is defined as minimal value of MaxRank when (12) becomes
true.

Starting from the uncertain information need of seminal scientific publica-
tions on the topic “Ontologies (computer science)”, four collections were consid-
ered:

1. abstracts of the seminal publications selected from the ONTO-KL citation
network that was gathered from the “Microsoft Academic Search” database
using the controlled snowball method described above, starting from seed
publications on the topic “Ontologies (computer science)”;

2. abstracts of the publications indexed by the “Microsoft Academic Search”
service having an automatically assigned category “ontologies” and arranged
in descending order of citation index;

3. abstracts of the publications stored in the “ACM digital library” electronic
library, having the “ontologies” label assigned by the authors and lined up
in descending order of citation index;

4. abstracts of the publications found on Google Scholar Search by keyword
“ontologies” and ranked by descending relevance calculated with Google’s
internal algorithms.

The 2nd, 3rd and 4th collections represent the common and wide spread search
approaches that do not provide the formal criteria of stopping the search and
thus can produce huge sets of publications. To enable comparison we have ex-
tended them with automatic term extraction and with method of terminological
saturation detection.

For each of the found publications we searched for full text in PDF format.
The PDF files were downloaded from different sources: “ACM digital library”
provides full publication texts to registered users; “Microsoft Academic Search”



and “Google Scholar” often provide links to full-text PDF publications that
can be automatically found and saved 1. Also the PDF files were searched in
SemanticScholar and ResearchGate databases. Publications for which the full
text was not found were excluded from consideration and the text of the next
publication was searched.

To study terminological saturation of ordered document set D we follow the
work of Kosa et al. [19]. First, the finite sequence of texts Di, (i = 1, 2, 4, ..., 11)
is composed where each text Di contains the concantenated full texts of the
first 20 · i documents of D. Then all Di are processed with the automatic term
extraction method. The corresponding sets of terms Ti were compared with thd,
defined by (14). The saturation criterion used is thd(Ti, Ti+1)/ε < 1 where i ≥
MaxRank. Thus we can calculate minimal MaxRank for any of used collections
of publications.

The obtained values of minimal MaxRank shown in the Table 2 are the
quality measure for the proposed model. The Figure 2 shows the dependence of
thd(Ti, Ti+1)/ε from a number of publications incuded in Di.

We can see that terminological saturation is observed for the collection gath-
ered with the controlled snowball and selected from “Microsoft Academic”. Pub-
lications gathered from “ACM digital library” do not provide saturation and set
of publications taken from “Google Scholar” may exhibit saturation when ex-
tended.

The Table 2 shows that used in the paper controlled snowball method leads
to smaller terminologically saturated publications set than studied analogues.

Table 2. The size of minimal terminologically saturated ordered sets of publications,
belonging to topic “ontologies”, obtained with different methods.

Source Search methodMaxRank

“Microsoft Academic” “Snowball” 160

“Microsoft Academic” automatic label 180

“ACM digital library” author label > 200

“Google Scholar” kew word ≥ 220

5 Conclusions

The presented study introduces the formal criterion of stopping the search and
search result completeness to overcome the common issue of scientific informa-
tion retrieval when information need has low certainty. The suggested formal
criterion is based on automatic term extraction and terminological saturation
detection.

1 Software library Puppeteer for NodeJS, https://github.com/GoogleChrome/puppeteer
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Fig. 2. Terminological saturation of publications collections.



In our experiment we have extended with terminological saturation detection
the following search approaches: controlled snowball method; search by automat-
ically assigned topic; keyword search; search by author keywords.

The objectives of the experiment were the existence of the terminological sat-
uration and the size of the minimal terminologically saturated ordered document
set for each of the search approaches.

Starting from the uncertain information need of seminal scientific publica-
tions on the topic “Ontologies (computer science)”, four collections were consid-
ered:

1. publications gathered from the “Microsoft Academic Search” database using
the controlled snowball method suggested by authors;

2. publications indexed by the “Microsoft Academic Search” service having
an automatically assigned category “ontologies” and arranged in descending
order of citation index;

3. publications stored in the “ACM digital library” electronic library, having
the “ontologies” label assigned by the authors and lined up in descending
order of citation index;

4. publications found on Google Scholar Search by keyword “ontologies” and
ranked by descending relevance calculated with Google’s internal algorithms.

The experiment have shown that terminological saturation for a collected
ordered publication set, created from “Microsoft Academic” with the controlled
snowball method, is achieved for 160 publications – 9% faster than for the ordered
publication set created from “Microsoft Academic” with category “ontology”
automatically set (180 publications). Sets consisting of 200 publications with
the keyword “ontology” from “Google Scholar” and with label “ontology” from
“ACM digital library”, do not possess terminological saturation.

So we can conclude that both the controlled snowball method and topic
search in “Microsoft Academic” produce the small terminologically saturated
publication sets of almost equal size. However, this conclusion must be supported
with search on other topics. Also, in the future studies, the term-based precision
and recall should be calculated that, in turn, requires the creation of the dataset
of terms evaluated by experts.
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